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Don Angelo 

"Spacious and Cosy"

Don Angelo is a typical Italian restaurant. Going down the stairs to the

dining room, the aroma of Italian cooking hits you. There is nothing more

Italian than pizza and in Don Angelo they do it in the purest Italian style.

Now comes the choice: the house pizza, which goes by the restaurant's

name, the seafood, or the Napolitana. It is a popular place with the young,

with prices to suit their wallets. Once inside Don Angelo's you're

transported to the romance of Venice. Its décor commemorates the old

gondola sailors. If you don't fancy pizza you can choose from another of

the house's specialties, such as fettuccine with wild mushrooms and

cream, or a grilled steak fillet or sole, or even skewers of angler fish, or

one of their famous salads. Come, feast!

 +34 944 21 9300  www.donangelo.es/  info@donangelo.es  Calle Rodríguez Arias 19,

Bilbao

 by Katrin Morenz   

Coppola Bilbao 

"A Pizza Fest"

Coppola Bilbao is an Italian pizza restaurant in the heart of the city of

Bilbao. Authentic Italian pizzas are available here, prepared by some of

the best of chefs. All pizzas are worth trying, but the famous Buffalo

Mozzarella with Sausages is an all time favorite amongst guests. The

restaurant is open and busy on all days and so a reservation would be

suggested. It is an ideal place for group of people, families and business

meets.

 +34 94 424 9463  coppolabilbao2013@gmail.com  Barraincúa Kalea 6, Bilbao
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Zaka Bilbao Bar 

"Spanish Luxury In Every Bite"

Zaka is a Spanish restaurant in Bilbao, Spain. Zaka serves authentic

Spanish local food to its guest. Amazing ambiance, blended with Rustic

interiors and wooden furniture, this place gives a very cozy and

comfortable feel. The menu is seasonal, and ingredients are locally

sourced from farmers and artisans, in order to provide fresh and quality

food to their guests. Wine and cocktails menu is also available for guests.

The menu includes Lunch, Dinner and Drinks. The staff is well trained and

experienced, and very warm, making every guest feel welcome.

 +34 94 401 4561

(Reservations)

 zakarestaurante.com/  zakabilbaobar@gmail.com  Simón Bolívar 11, Bilbao
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